
Making Scenario Training Work

Case studies in the field



Why Case Study or……….                   

Scenario 

Training?

…because this style of learning 

really works!



Stories teach

People participate

People can identify 

with the incident--they 

are able to see 

themselves in the story

“that could 

have been 

me”

…..the story 

becomes real



Elements of a training scenario:

Based on a well investigated actual incident

Developed to contain multiple 

teaching point and all the elements of 

the incident

Can be created but must be realistic, plausible, 

conceivable…..



People will pay attention because it is not 

just how to:

Not just sit there and listen

Not just numbers stats and facts

They can relate

The story must be 

real, or at least 

realistic and it 

must be believable



Real
Believable



Scenarios that are specific to a commodity group 

have the most impact



Some may transcend various commodity 

groups and can be used for different 

audiences if the incident is believable 

and possible within the group you are 

addressing



Where do you use scenario training

• Association meetings 10%

• Community Meetings 10%

• Stand Alone Training 20%

• As Part Of Other Training 60%



Styles of Scenario Training

Multiple Choice

True or False

Contributing Factor or “Domino” 



Working With The Group

• Establish the size of working group….

• If multiple groups have them appoint a 

spokesperson

• Encourage participation 

Arrange the room for 

maximum participation 



To involve the participant they need to 

understand that incidents are not the result 

of one bad move…….

They need to be prepared to engage, 

investigate and find the multiple causes that 

exist in every serious injury incident or 

fatality



Multiple Causes

Incidents don’t just happen by chance 

they are the result of multiple causes –
a chain of systematic events

typically numbering from 15 to 25.



Chain of Events

While performing a high risk activity, 

with a significant hazard and all the 

links in the chain are in place and the 

timing is right the results can be 

catastrophic.

Once the event starts    

it’s like playing 

dominos



A Case Study-based upon the true 

story of a British Columbia fatality:



Jim was a very experienced cowboy who had just finished 

work for the day and was headed to the cook house He had 

been looking forward all day to the bar-b-que steak that had 

been promised when he rode out that morning. 

The day had been particularly stressful, he was tired from 

the many hours he had spent in the sun without a break to 

speak of, he would have to remember to take his water along 

tomorrow, he was sure thirsty.  



The behavior the young stallion he had been working with had 

displayed that day made the day seem even longer and hotter.  He 

started that horse a year ago and had made huge progress, even used 

him on some drives and brandings but now the stallion had 

developed a stubborn streak.  The horse had begun to back up as fast 

as he could when asked to do something that he didn’t like.  

He was certainly glad to see the last of him for the day when he put 

him away in his box stall in the barn



As Jim got close to the cookhouse he noticed that a mare with a 

new foal had been left in the pasture.  



He knew that the pair were to be put in the barn.  Jim 

thought about it for a second, then knowing that the boss 

would not be pleased to see them out there, he grabbed a 

halter and led them up to the barn



Jim put the mare and her new born in a 

stall in the barn, one stall separated the 

pair and the stallion.  

As Jim turned to go he saw the stallion

rear up and hang half over the stall.  

Jim yelled for the stallion to get down but the stallion did not 

respond.  The stallion standing front legs over the adjacent 

stall continued to blow and snort and was totally focused on 

the mare two stalls over.  

Jim was fed up with the actions of this stallion, the 

disappointing performances under saddle of late, the heat 

and his hunger spurred Jim on to immediate action.  

Jim grabbed a halter hanging near the stallions stall and flung 

open the door entered alone and swung the halter high on the 

horses hip.  



The stallion lashed out with one kick that caught Jim square in 

the face.  Jim immediately went down in the stall, another worker who 

was in the barn heard the commotion ran to see what was happening 

and was able to extract Jim while the stallion continued his focus 

upon the mare. 

The worker had no knowledge of first aid there was no 

emergency response plan to follow and in his panic he could not 

recall how to direct responding emergency services to the ranch.  

Standing phone in hand, tears flowing the worker watched as Jim 

died.



Case Study: What went wrong?
What were the dominos, or links in the chain 

of events that were contributing factors to 

Jim’s death?



-Jim was tired and agitated

- A lack of water throughout a hot stressful day 

may have  resulted     in some dehydration which 

impacts the brains ability to function

-Jim may have been distracted by thoughts of the meal 

he was anticipating

-Jim was upset because of the stallions activities of late

-Jim placed the mare and foal in a position that caused the stallion to react

-Jim allowed his emotions with respect to the stallion, anger –

frustration-impatience to cloud his thinking

-Jim could have and should have removed the mare & foal



-Jim should not have entered the stallions 

stall without ensuring he had the horses 

attention, the stallion was possibly, 

perhaps even probably not even aware of 

what he was kicking out at.

-Though it might not have helped in this 

circumstance Jim did not give any 

consideration to an escape route

-Jim did not do a risk assessment allowing him to recognize 

the danger of the situation.  He did not and evaluate his 

options given the increased hazard level, he did not 

consider management strategies which would have 

provided better options;  all of these things can be done in a 

simple thought process and do not take long. 



-First aid training may 

have made a difference, if 

not in this case in many

-There was no emergency 

response plan for the 

worker to follow

-Emergency contacts & 

directions should 

always be posted

Another worker was present in the 

barn and available to him

He acted out of anger and frustration not thinking through 

possible outcomes…..scenario imaging



RECOGNIZE 

EVALUATE &

MANAGE RISK



Remember the….

“Chain of Events”

The good news is:

This principle can be viewed as 

positive, it shows there are many 

opportunities to interrupt the sequence, 

or break the chain of events.



Revisit each point 

“domino” or “link in the 

chain” remove them and 

identify how that could 

have changed the 

outcome.



For more information contact:

Thank You

RC Steward

Buffalo Creek Consulting

Williams Lake B.C.

cowboygus27@hotmail.com

Office 250-392-5937 Cell 250-305-6427

mailto:cowboygus27@hotmail.com

